In phylogenomics, reconciliations aim at explaining the discrepancies between the evolutionary histories of genes and species. Several reconciliation models are available when the evolution of the species of interest is modelled via phylogenetic trees; the most commonly used are the DL model, accounting for duplications and losses in gene evolution and yielding polynomially-solvable problems, and the DTL model, which also accounts for gene transfers and implies NP-hard problems. However, when dealing with non-tree-like evolutionary events such as hybridisations, phylogenetic networks -and not phylogenetic trees -should be used to model species evolution. Reconciliation models involving phylogenetic networks are still at their early days.
Introduction
Speciation events constitute only part of the events shaping a gene history, others being, for example, duplications, losses and transfers of genes. Reconciliation methods aim at finding an evolutionary scenario -a reconciliationexplaining the discrepancies between gene and species trees that are caused by 5 evolutionary events other than speciations. In the parsimony framework, a cost is associated to each evolutionary event and the cost of an evolutionary scenario is the sum of the costs of all events that it implies; the aim here is to obtain a most parsimonious reconciliation, i.e. one minimizing the cost over the set of all possible evolutionary scenarios. 10 Several reconciliation models have been proposed in the last decades when the species evolution is tree-like [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , and the most commonly used are the DL and the DTL models. In the former, duplications and losses are the only evolutionary events considered (along with speciations, of course), and a most parsimonious reconciliation can be found in linear time [9] . In the latter, 15 transfers are also considered, and finding a most parsimonious reconciliation becomes NP-hard [10, 4] , the crux lying in the difficulty of ensuring that transfers happen only between co-existing species. To palliate this problem, two alternative models have been suggested that lead to polynomially-solvable problems: either to use a dated species tree [11, 12, 1, 3] , or to use a priori information 20 to fix which pairs of branches are allowed to be involved in a transfer event (a representation called lateral transfer scheme in [10] and species graph in [13] ).
When the species history involves a significant amount of reticulate events such as hybridisation or reassortment, phylogenetic trees are less suited to model species evolution, and phylogenetic networks should be used instead [14, 15] . For 25 now, little work has been done on the problem of finding parsimonious reconciliations between gene trees and species networks. In [16] , the authors presented an extension of a model very closely related to the DTL model, namely the cophylogeny model [17, 18, 19, 20] , on dated phylogenetic networks, taking into account codivergence and host switching (respectively, speciation and transfer 30 in the DTL jargon), along with duplication and loss events.
Motivated by the high time complexity of the solution proposed in [16] to solve the DTL model on networks, the authors of [21] discarded transfers and proposed an extension of the DL model, which can be solved faster. (The authors of [21] also provided a model seeking an optimum reconciliation between a gene 35 tree and a tree displayed by the species network ; this latter concept will be detailed in due course).
Here, we extend the models of [21] by allowing transfer events via some particular arcs of the network -in a similar flavour of what is proposed in [13] -we will see that our models and algorithms are more general and faster 40 than the ones presented in [13] . To do so, we will make use of LGT networks [22] , networks in which some arcs model transfer events and the remaining ones model descend with modification.
The main application of the models presented here is the estimation of species networks: if the LGT network is not known but highways of trans-fers are suspected for the data, our reconciliation models can be used to score candidate LGT networks. Combining this with local search techniques such as hill climbing leads to an LGT networks estimation framework of a similar flavour to what was done in PHYLDOG [23] to estimate a species tree from a set of genes. 50 
Basic notations
In this paper we focus on binary rooted phylogenetic networks, networks for short, which are directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) that have a single indegree-0 node (the root), outdegree-0 nodes (the leaves) that are labelled, and internal nodes with either indegree-1 and outdegree-2 (principal nodes) or indegree-2 55 and outdegree-1 (secondary nodes or reticulations). Binary rooted phylogenetic trees, trees for short, are binary rooted phylogenetic networks with no indegree-2 outdegree-1 nodes.
Given a network N , we denote its root by r(N ) and the set of its nodes, internal nodes, arcs, leaves and labels respectively by V (N ), I(N ), E(N ), L(N ) 60 and L(N ). Each leaf is labeled via a function l : L(N ) → L(N ); we will omit l in the following, and we will refer to N rather than (N, l). An internal node u of N has one child (u l ) or two interchangeable children (u l , u r ). The topology of N induces a partial order on its nodes. Given two nodes u and v of N , u is said to be a descendant of v (denoted as u N v) if, and only if, there exists a path in N going from v to u. By extension, u is said to be a proper descendant of v if, and only if, u N v and u = v. For a node u of N , we denote N u the subgraph induced by the nodes accessible from u. A cut node or cut arc is a node or arc, respectively, whose removal disconnects the graph. A biconnected component is a maximal connected subgraph that is induced by a set of arcs 70 and does not contain a cut node. If every biconnected component of N has at most k reticulation nodes, we say that N is of level -k [24].
Given a network N , a switching S of N is obtained from N by choosing, for each reticulation, an incoming arc to switch on and the others to switch off. Once this is done, we also recursively switch off all switched-on arcs whose 75 target node has only switched-off outgoing arcs. We denote by V on (S) the set of nodes of a switching S that are not an endpoint (i.e. source or target) of any switched-off arc. A tree T is said to be displayed by a network if T is isomorphic to the tree obtained by using only the switched-on arcs of a switching S of N and by contracting all nodes not in V on (S) 2 . A path of S is a path of N that 80 uses only switched-on arcs.
A species network N is a network such that each element of L(N ) represents an extant species. A gene tree G is a tree such that each element of L(G) represents a contemporary gene and each leaf u is associated to a species, denoted s(u). From now on, we consider a species network N and a gene tree G such 85 that {s(u)|u ∈ L(G)} ⊆ L(N ). An LGT network N [22] is a species network along with a partition of E(N ) in a set of principal arcs E p and a set of secondary arcs E s , such that T 0 (N ) = (V, E p ) is a tree, once that all indegree-1 outdegree-1 nodes have been contracted. It is easy to see that this implies that each internal node of N has 90 at least one principal node as child. Note that LGT networks are tree-based networks, where T 0 (N ) is a distinguished base tree [25] . Note also that our definition of LGT network differs slightly from the one given in [22] because here we consider only binary networks. A species tree is an LGT network with E s = ∅. We say that an LGT network N is time-consistent if there is a function 95 t : V (N ) → N such that:
Informally, t(u) is a time-stamp of the evolutionary event associated to the node u that increases between speciation events and remains constant for trans-100 fer events. A similar definition of time-consistency is used in [13] . In the following, we will only consider time-consistent LGT networks. See Figures 1 and 2 for an illustration of several concepts introduced in this section.
Former reconciliation models
The aim of this paper is to extend the models presented in [21] to model 105 transfer events via secondary arcs of an LGT network. We start by giving an overlook of various reconciliation models present in the literature.
DL/DTL reconciliations between a species tree and a gene tree
Recalling the definition of a DL/DTL reconciliation between a species tree and a gene tree will be very useful in the next section.
Given a species tree S and a gene tree G, a reconciliation α is a function that maps each node u of G onto an ordered sequence of nodes of S, denoted α(u) = (α 1 (u), α 2 (u), . . . , α (u)). A reconciliation depicts an evolutionary history for a gene family with a given gene tree, evolving within a given species tree. Possible mappings are restricted by conditions that aim at having an 115 evolutionary history coherent with the chosen evolutionary model. A DTL reconciliation is a reconciliation for the evolutionary model considering speciation, duplication, loss and horizontal gene transfer as possible evolutionary events for genes (for more information of this model, see [26, 27, 28] , among others). More formally: 120 Definition 1. Given a species tree S and a gene tree G, α is said to be a DTL reconciliation between G and S if and only if exactly one of the following events occurs for each pair of nodes u of G and α i (u) of S (for simplicity, let x := α i (u) below):
4. α 1 (u l ) = x, and α 1 (u r ) is any species node that is not a descendant or ancestor of x (or symmetrically interchanging the roles of u l and u r ); (T) b) otherwise, one of the cases below is true:
is any node that is not a descendant or ancestor of x; (TL) Speciation (S) and duplication (D) events are self-explanatory. A speciation-135 loss (SL) is a speciation where the original gene is absent from one of the two species resulting from the speciation. A transfer (T) corresponds to transferring the lineage of a child of a gene to another branch of the species tree, while the sibling lineage still evolves within the lineage of the parent. A transfer-loss (TL) is a transfer of one of the two descendants of a gene combined with the loss of 140 its sibling lineage. Note that each loss is coupled with either a speciation or a transfer. Indeed, duplication-loss events -never parsimonious and leaving no trace in the data -are not taken into account in the model. α is said to be time-consistent if all T events can be guaranteed to happen between co-existing species. A DL reconciliation is a DTL one where T and TL events are not 145 allowed 3 . Given costs δ, τ and λ for respectively D, T and L events, the cost of a reconciliation α is defined as the sum of the costs of all events it implies. The most parsimonious reconciliation between S and G is one with minimum cost over all possible time-consistent reconciliations. We denote the minimum cost 150 as cost(G, S).
DL reconciliations between a species network and a gene tree
In [21] , reconciliations between gene trees and species trees are generalised to consider species networks instead of trees. In this setting, reticulations in the species network represent hybridisations while principal nodes represent 155 speciations; the evolutionary events peculiar to genes are duplications and losses. In this setting, the authors focus on two different problems. First, they look for the switching of the network -and consequently, the tree displayed by the network -having a most parsimonious reconciliation with the given gene tree according to the DL model [2]. Second, they extend the DL model to species 160 networks and they seek a most parsimonious reconciliation between the given species network and the given gene tree. The first model is more adapted for ancient duplication, for which often only one copy of the gene has been retained, while the latter is more suitable for recent duplications.
DTL reconciliations of gene trees and LGT networks 165
The models presented in [21] are not adapted to model transfer events via secondary arcs. Indeed, in these models, there is an intrinsic symmetry in the species network: each gene of a hybrid species is inherited from one of the two parental species with the same probability and at no cost, and the evolutionary events peculiar to genes are duplications and losses. On the other 170 hand, in the models that will be presented in this section, principal arcs are used to represent descent with modification while secondary arcs represent possible transfers: the evolutionary events peculiar to genes are transfers (via secondary arcs), duplications and losses. Thus, there is an intrinsic asymmetry in the species network: genes normally evolve by means of vertical descent but they 175 can also take highways of transfers to move "horizontally"; in this case, they have to "pay a toll".
At a first look, one could think that allowing transfers only along secondary arcs is simply a weakening of the DTL model described in Definition 1, and that transfers that do not occur along the secondary arcs will result in incorrect rec-180 onciliations. But one should not forget that the main application of the models presented here is the estimation of species networks, and thus the estimation of the set of secondary arcs that explain the data best.
As in [21] , here we shall focus on two different problems. First, we shall describe how to find the switching of the network -and consequently, the tree 185 displayed by the network -having a most parsimonious reconciliation with the given gene tree according to the DTL model [3] . Second, we shall extend the DTL model to species networks where transfers are allowed only on secondary arcs -similarly to what was proposed in [13] -and we shall seek for a most parsimonious reconciliation between the given species network and gene tree.
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Roughly speaking, the two problems differ in the way they deal with the two incoming arcs of each reticulation: in the first case, all genes of a same gene family are forced to use at most one of the two incoming arcs (since the other is off), while in the second case different genes of a same gene family can use different incoming arcs. This implies that that any solution under the first 195 model is a solution under the second.
Finding the best tree in the network
In this section, we present an algorithm to find the tree displayed by a network N having a most parsimonious DTL reconciliation with a given gene tree G. Note that this is different from searching the most parsimonious DTL 200 reconciliation between the distinguished base tree of N and G, and only allowing transfer along secondary arcs. Indeed, in a tree displayed by a network, for each reticulation only one of the two incoming arcs is kept.
We start by extending the DTL reconciliation definition given in the previous section for a species tree and a gene tree to the case of a switching S of an LGT 205 network and a gene tree G (remember that here we allow transfers only via secondary arcs): b) otherwise, one of the cases below is true:
is in E p and x has two outgoing arcs that are switched-on;
(SL)
is in E s and x has two outgoing arcs that are 225 switched-on;
(TL)
In Figure 3 , an example of a DTL reconciliation between a gene tree and a switching is depicted.
Note that Definition 2 is equivalent to Definition 1, apart from the fact that transfers are allowed only on secondary arcs (conditions 4, 6 and 8), and that losses are not counted on nodes not in V on (S) (conditions 7 and 8). This 235 way of counting losses implies that, if transfers are allowed only on secondary arcs, for a switching S and its associated tree S displayed by the network, we have cost(G, S) = cost(G, S ). Thus, to find the optimal tree displayed by the network, we can focus on switchings, as done in [21] :
Problem 1 (Best Switching).
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Input: A gene tree G, an LGT network N , the costs δ, τ and λ for respectively D, T and L events.
Output: A switching S of N such that cost(G, S) is minimum over all switchings of N .
In the following, we use α l (u) to denote the last node of α(u). In this 245 article, we focus on reconciliations such that |α(r(G))| = 1, since this is the case for all most parsimonious reconciliations. Indeed, since Definition 2 allows to map the root of G to any node of the switching S, any reconciliation α where |α(r(G))| > 1 can be changed into another one with the same cost or lower simply by mapping r(G) to the last node of α(r(G)). Note that, since both In [21] , the authors pointed out that, when all arcs are principal, the most parsimonious mapping between S and G is completely determined and the most parsimonious reconciliation is always the LCA reconciliation. We can adapt the 255 usual definition of an LCA reconciliation to our case as follows 4 :
1. for each node u ∈ L(G), α l (u) is defined as the only node x ∈ L(S) such that s(u) = s(x);
2. for each node u ∈ I(G) with child nodes {u 1 , u 2 }, α l (u) := LCA S (α l (u 1 ), α l (u 2 ));
3. once α l (u) is fixed for all nodes u of G, α(u) is completed as follows. First, 260 we insert in α(u) -before α l (u) -the ordered list of nodes composing the unique path in S -extremes excluded -between α l (u p ) and α l (u), where u p is the parent node of u. Then, if
The LCA reconciliation can be found in O(|G|) time, along with its cost [29, 30] . Now, it is easy to see that, even when some arcs are secondary, once the switched-on/switched-off arcs are fixed, the most parsimonious mapping is still 270 completely determined. (This observation permits us to use several of the results in [21] ). We denote the minimum cost over all possible DTL reconciliations between G and S as cost(G, S), which is thus the cost of the LCA reconciliation.
Note that in [21] , the authors solve Problem 1 when all arcs of the network are considered as principal. This implies that all the results and algorithms in the 275 Best switching section of [21] are valid to find a valid reconciliation according to Definition 2, but may fail to optimise the cost of transfers. Indeed, since both incoming arcs of a reticulation are considered as principal, in their model of hybridisations there is no difference in taking one rather than the other incoming arc of a reticulation.
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In order to optimise the cost of transfers correctly and solve Problem 1, we need to adapt the results of [21] to correctly take into account the "asymmetry" of LGT networks.
We start by recalling some definitions introduced in [21]:
• Given a biconnected component B that is not a leaf of N , the network We shall see that, in order to adapt the tools proposed in [21] to solve Problem 1, it suffices to redefine the cost function introduced in [21] to correctly count transfers, i.e. secondary arcs used in the reconciliations.
Let α be a reconciliation between G and S, for two nodes x and y in S, lgt(x, y) and dist(x, y) are defined as follows: If y N x, lgt(x, y) and 305 dist(x, y) are defined respectively as the number of switched-on secondary arcs, and as the number of nodes in V on (S), in the path from x to y; otherwise, dist(x, y) = lgt(x, y) = ∞. We denote t α (u) the number of transfer events in α associated to an internal node u in G; then we have t α (u) = lgt(α l (u), α l (u l )) + lgt(α l (u), α l (u r )). Consequently, the number of transfers of the reconciliation 310 α, denoted by t(α), is the sum of t α (·) for all internal nodes of G. We denote by d(α) and l(α) respectively the number of duplications and losses of α.
Note that, as done in [21] , we suppose that no internal node of G has all its descendant leaves associated to the same speciess. Indeed, if such a node exists in G, say u, it is easy to see that the most parsimonious way to reconcile G u is Then, the following proposition permits to analyse independently each biconnected component of N and, hence, its cost. Proof. Let α be a reconciliation between G and S with minimum cost. We denote by d α (S i ) the number of duplications in S i and by l α (u, S i ) the number 335 of losses in S i associated with u ∈ I(G). Moreover, given two nodes in S such that y N x, we define lgt Si (x, y) as the number of switched-on secondary arcs in S i on the path from x to y. Note that, given u ∈ L(S i ), the single arc whose target is u is never a secondary arc. Then, using lgt Si instead of lgt, we can define the number of transfers associated with u in S i , denoted by t α (u, S i ), in 340 the same way as t α (u). Then, t α (u) = p i=1 t α (u, S i ). Now, given u in I(G), by Lemma 3 of [21] , there exists H ∈ G t B(u) such that u ∈ I(H) and α l (u) = β H S(B(u)) (u). This also implies that α l (u) and α l (u ) are respectively contained in B(u) and B(u ), where u is a child of u.
Note that t α (u, S i ) > 0 only if the path from α l (u) to α l (u ) (again, being u 345 a child of u) in S contains at least one switched-on secondary arc of B i . Then, t α (u, S i ) 0 can hold only for the three sets of nodes
. By construction V 1 is disjoint from V 2 and V 3 ; moreover, V 2 and V 3 are disjoint because if the two children of u have their α l one in B i and one below B i , then α l (u) must be in B i and thus cannot be above r(B i ).
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Thus,
Recall that the contribution to t α (u, S i ) of any child u of u consists of the secondary arcs in the path between α l (u) and α l (u ) contained in S i .
Given u ∈ V 1 i , by Lemma 3 in [21] , there exists H ∈ G t Bi such that α l (u) = β H Si Then, by definition of G N and of β H Si , r(B j ) will label a leaf l of H that is a child of u. Thus t α (u, S i ) = t β H S i (u). Then:
The first equivalence holds because 1) any internal node u of a tree H ∈ G t Bi is a node of G that is mapped to B i and, by definition of G N , is an internal node, thus u ∈ V 1 i ; 2) any such u ∈ V 1 i is an internal node for some H ∈ G t Bi . In a similar way, from [21] , we have:
Then, the following holds:
Given u ∈ V 2 i and u being any of the children of u with B(u ) = B i , by Lemma 3 of [21] , there exists H ∈ G t Bi such that α l (u ) = β H Si (u ). Moreover, by definition of G N , u is the root of H, thus the contribution of u to t α (u, S i ) is lgt(r(S i ), β H Si (r(H))). From [21] , we know that l α (u, S i ) = dist(r(S i ), β H Si (r(H))), thus, joining the cases for u ∈ V 1 i and u ∈ V 2 i , we have:
Again, the last equivalence holds because any internal nodeū of a tree H ∈ G t
Bi is a node in V 2 i , with B i = B(r(G)), and vice versa. Given u ∈ V 3 i and u being any of the children of u below B i , let B j be the first biconnected component of N between B i and the component containing α l (u ). Then the number of secondary arcs in the path between α l (u) and α l (u ) contained in S i is, by construction, equal to lgt(r(S i ), r(B j )). Since, as noted above, α l (u) and α l (u ) are respectively contained in B(u) and B(u ), then, by definition of G N , each arc (u a , u b ) in G e Bi corresponds to exactly one of the biconnected component, namely B(u b ), properly between α l (u) and α l (u ) for a given u in V 3 i . Then, the following holds:
Similarly, from [21] , we have:
Then, from the definition of cost(H, S i ), the following holds:
Now, by Lemma 4 in [21] ,
This concludes the proof.
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Given a gene tree G, a level-k LGT network N with p biconnected components, the costs δ, τ and λ for respectively D, T and L events, then, by Proposition 1, Problem 1 can be solved by Algorithm 1 in [21] using the new definition of cost(H, S i ) given above. The complexity stays the same: O(|V (N )| + 2 k · p · |V (G)|). See Theorem 2 of [21] for the correctness and running time analysis. 
Finding the best reconciliation with the network
In the previous section, we showed how to find the tree in the network that has a most parsimonious DTL reconciliation with a given gene tree G. Now, if G contains several copies of a gene tree, each of it following a different evolutionary scenario, this model may not be the more adapted one. Another 375 way to approach the problem is to drop the requirement of reconciling with a switching, and directly reconcile the gene tree with the LGT network instead. What we want to do is to extend Definition 1 to networks, allowing transfer events only via secondary arcs. To obtain this, we can simply modify Definition 2 as follows. First, we consider all arcs of N as switched-on. Second, condition b) otherwise, one of the cases below is true:
We denote the minimum cost of DTL reconciliation between G and N as cost(G, N ). We thus face the following problem:
Problem 2 (Best Reconciliation).
Input: A gene tree G, an LGT network N , the costs δ, τ and λ for respectively 405 D, T and L events.
Output: A DTL reconciliation between G and N with cost cost(G, N ).
In Algorithm 1 we present a method to solve this problem, which is an adaptation of the algorithm presented in [3] to consider only transfers on secondary arcs. Note that in this algorithm we use the fact that N is a DAG and thus a in [21] , where h is the number of reticulations of N . Moreover, our definition of a time-consistent LGT network coincides with that of a species graph in [13] , 440 apart for condition H6 [13, Section 3.2], which is not required here (Actually, we speculate that for any species graph N satisfying conditions S 1 − S 3 and time stamp for N satisfying conditions H1 − H5 in [13, Section 3.2], the time stamp can be modified to satisfy also condition H6. Thus any time-consistent LGT network is a species graph, and vice versa). In [13] , Problem 2 was solved 445 in O(n 3 · m) time.
Note that the approach described in this section is very similar to searching the most parsimonious DTL reconciliation between the distinguished base tree of N and G, and only allowing transfer along secondary arcs. Still, our approach, unlike the distinguished base tree one, is able to ensure the time-consistency of 450 all gene transfers.
Experiments
We tested our method on a data set of 1128 genes from 11 cyanobacterial species first studied in [31]. This data set was used later in [32] in order to test a method aiming at detecting pairs of (ancestral) species between which 455 many different genes were horizontally transferred -these pairs are said to be connected by a highway [33] . The method in [32] takes as input a set of unrooted gene trees and a rooted species tree, then it decomposes the gene trees into quartet trees -trees with four leaves -and tries to identify pairs of species such that a highway between them explains a great amount of the inconsistency 460 between the quartet trees and the species tree (an improvement of this method that is also based on quartet decomposition is presented in [34] ).
In [32] , the authors used their method on the set of 1128 unrooted gene trees of [31] and the rooted species tree depicted in black in Figure 6 , and suggested several highways of transfers, also depicted in Figure 6 . 465 We applied our method on the same data set, rooting the trees with Gloeobacter as outgroup (we discarded the 27 genes not present in this species). We used as cost vector (2,3,1) respectively for duplications, transfers and losses; this cost has been used in several biological studies [35, among other] . Note that our method, unlike the method in [32] , easily permits to analyse the two possible 470 directions of a highway. Thus, we analysed each of the 4 possible highways, one at the time and in both directions, generating 8 LGT networks with one secondary arc each that were reconciled against the 1101 gene trees according to both models described in the previous section (see Table 1 ). Of the 4 putative highways, only the red and the dotted ones have scores that are significantly 475 lower than the score of the species tree, i.e. when transfers are not permitted (line 1 in Table 1 ). This means that the other 2 highways can be explainedwith a similar cost -with duplications and losses and are possibly due to pseudoorthology (a combination of duplications and asymmetrical losses) rather than transfers. The red highway has a significantly lower score among all the high-480 ways, and its score is lower when directed toward Synechococcus, see lines 2-3 of Figure 6 : A putative phylogeny of the 11 cyanobacterial species studied in [31] constructed from the 16S ribosomal RNA sequence [36] is depicted in black. Coloured edges represent the putative highways of transfers detected in [32] . The edge in red represents the highway with the highest score, and the one in orange the one with the second highest score. The edges in yellow represents highways with an even lower score. Adapted from [32] .
the contrary, the direction of the dotted highway is unclear, since one direction has lower score for Problem 1 and the other for Problem 2 (lines 4-5 of Table  1) ; this is confirmed when considering this highway in combination with the 485 red highway to Synechococcus in the same LGT network (lines 6-7 of Table  1 ). Note that, for the cost vector (2,3,1), the combination of the red and the dotted highways has a score lower than the red highway only, adding evidence to its existence. But, when the transfer cost increases, the significance of the gap decreases considerably (data not shown). 490 
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a model for the reconciliation problem between genes and evolutionary histories of species using the so-called LGT-networks and considering an scenario with duplications, losses and transfers. Then, we have given a polynomial algorithm that solves the problem of finding 495 the most parsimonious reconciliation. Our algorithms have been tested using biologically significant data. The comparison of our results with previous published results on the same data shows that our model is well suited for the reconciliation of gene trees with evolutive histories involving a high amount of transfers. Also, our experiments prove that our method, when combined with 500 quartet decomposition methods to detect putative highways, permits to refine their analyses since it allows analysing the two possible directions of a highway and considering combinations of highways.
Further work includes the development of a maximum likelihood procedure inspired by our minimum parsimony procedure, and the development of a max-505 imum likelihood framework to estimate LGT networks, similarly to what has been done in PHYLDOG [23] to estimate a species tree from a set of genes.
The methods presented in this paper have been integrated into the ec-ceTERA software [28] , freely available at http://mbb.univ-montp2.fr/MBB/ subsection/softExec.php?soft=eccetera. 510 
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